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Cattle drive

Tom Price of Hensler drove his cattle 17
mlles from Hensler to Price lo 0th er
County so they'd be near the home place
at calving. This drlve--employlng four

A North Dakota Daybook
Marcia 15

Court d ism isses
Plainsmen suit
A district court judge dismissed a
lawsuit designed to force the North
Dakota Water Conservation Commission
to plan for industrial development or quit
giving water permits.
District Court
Judge Benny Graff of Bismarck said he
failed to find "a justiciable issue" in the
United Plainsmen Association action
seeking an injunction against issuance of
permits by the commission .
The
Plainsmen had alleged that the Water
Commission and Gov. Arthur A. Link as
its chairman. had failed to provide
"comprehensive short and long term
plans" for water resource development
in the state, as required by the law.
Graff. considered the most environmentally oriented of the state's 18
district court judges, said the law's
language "is merely a statement of
ongoing policy, advisory only, which may
serve as a checkpoint in a proper case
before the agency or the court" but he
said the planning process is not "mandatory. "
Plainsman Attorney Joseph Vogel of
Mandan had attempted to introduce the
public u-se doctrine into the case but
Graff rejected that, too. saying that he
couldn't permit the plaintiffs to "inject
into this suit an issue that is not
otherwise present. ' '
Graff did not dismiss the suit for lack
of standing. as some observers had
thought he might. Instead, the judge
noted that the North Dakota Century
Code "undeniably directs that government decisions in this area must

consider the rights and well being of all
the people of the state. " He found that
the Plainsmen did represent a body of
citizens and thus were a proper party to
a lawsuit. The question of standing has
stymied many environmental organizations seeking to bring legal actions in
other states. Many judges have ruled
that actions are allowable only if brought
by actually injured parties.
Voegel said he has advised his
clients--the Plainsmen--to investigate the
possibility of an appeal of Graff's
decision to the North Dakota Supreme
Court.
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Bobby Vee 's
back in town
For the third time in less than a year.
recording star Bobby Vee performed in
Bismarck-Mandan. He offered two
shows a night for a week at the Play-Mor
Club, a young peop1e's hangout on The
Strip, a row of night clubs and
restaurants scattered among farm
equipment outlets on U.S. Highway 10
between the two cities.
Vee wasn ' t greeted by screams on this
visit. No star-struck girls pushed
forward to touch him.
Vee said he
believes the crowd that comes to see him
is mellower than it was a year ago--partly because he's now a regular in the
area. Last winter's appearance had been
his first in a dozen years. "It's very
satisfying to fill the place on a third
appearance," he said.
The singer said he enjoys performing
here--partly because coming to Bismarck
is pretty close to coming home--but that
he finds "less freedom to do original
material here."

men 1111d slI boy•··look place March 26.
There are 650 head of catde In this picture
Those are the Square Buttes In the
background.

{ Some news of the weeks just past)

But he added that is "a general
restriction of the night club atmosphere."
Customers don't come to night clubs
for artistic reasons, he said. Instead,
they're relaxing, looking for companionship, celebrating. hustling, out for a
good time.
The concert is the place for the artist
to show his material, Vee said.
And Vee thinks of himself as an artist.
"There's a big difference between an
artist and an entertainer." he said. "An
entertainer is someone who simply
entertains people, but an artist has the
potential to entertain and involve people,
through whatever motive."
An artist allows himself more leeway
to be creative, an entertainer repeats
what's been successful. "If that's all I
could do, I'd pack it up."
So Vee doesn't limit his work to night
clubs and concerts. He's involved in
writing songs and preparing a movie
screen play.
"I'm just beginning as a song writer,"
he said. Although some of his ear1y hits
were his originals, many of them were
written by Carole King, who now records
her own material.
The movie will tell the Buddy Holly
story. Holly was a major rock and roll
star of the late Fifties. He died in a
plane crash enroute to an appearance in
Fargo. Vee and his band, the Shadows,
were called to fill in. That break helped
make Vee a star.
His first hit, "Devil or Angel," was
recorded, " half my life time ago." he
said.

But Vee refuses to apologize for
doing--and enjoying-,the music of the
Sixties. "I relate to the old songs myself
and I find satisfaction in that,'' he said.
"'I feel good about the hits I had. They
were good songs.
They had some
spirit.''

He added, "That's the beautiful thing
about music. You have your choice."
Despite his beard and his long hair
and his lifetime association with an
industry which often produces freaks.
Bobby Vee projects a conservative
image.
"The all American boy that the studio
marketed--that wasn't all image." he
said. "That reflected my va1ues which
have everything to do with J where I
grew up . "
·
At 19, Vee converted to Catholicism,
in which he
finds
"a certain freedom" · Jacking in the Scandinavian
Lutheranism in which he was raised . .
Vee is married (for 14 years to the same
woman. whose name is Karen) and the
father of four.
He Jives in Los Angeles, to be close to
the music industry he's become part of.
"I like North Dakota," he said. "But
it's so far removed from any thing
connected with show business and the
record industry. Living here would be
very impractical."
Vee--whose given name is Robert Velline--began recording in 1959. while he
was a teenager in Fargo.
He early
success is legendary and he remains
ninth in total sales of records on
Billboard's longevity list. The entertainment trade journal lists 39 Bobby Vee
releases on its charts in 13 years
between 1959 and 1972.

" That's the thing newspapers do
best," Toevs said. "They give the
specifics that go along with our overall,
key message. Television can't do that
and we don't attempt to do it on
television. "
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He added, "We can't sell our product
using any one medium alone."
Other information gleaned from an
interivew with Toevs:
..Tax returns are a "generally neutral" indicator of the condition of the
economy," Toevs said. This year's slow
rate of filing indicates ''relative complacency" on the part of taxpayers. Last
year, returns were filed very early, an
indication of apprehension on the part of
taxpayers. They wanted to get their
returns in to receive refunds early, Toevs
said.

I
Bobby Vee
March 17

The slow rate of filing also indicates a
greater degree of confidence in the
economy in general among taxpayers,
Toevs said.
Nevertheless, Toevs added, business
for H. and R. Block is stronger that a
year ago--an indication that increasing
numbers of people are seeking help in
preparing tax returns.

The tax man
comes

--The American taxpayer has become
more sophisticated and is keeping better
records. That may be an indication of
"increasing awareness that there is no
reason to overpay taxes."

The man who dreamed up 17 reasons
citizens should take their income tax
returns to H. and R. Block was in
Bismarck.

--Block customers are in ... a different
lframe of mind" than they were over the
last two years. ''They're not grousing or
griping about the economy nor about
inflation," Toevs said. That, too, may
be an indication of better economic
times.

William F. Toevs (pronounced Tayves), Block's corporate director of public
affairs, came here to check on business
at company offices in eight area cities
and to offer advice and assistance.
He also offered interviews.
The Block. Company's current advertising campaign, he said, is the result of
a research program which checked the
attitude of taxpayers toward the tax

system.
Several areas of taxpayer fear were
identified, and the Block advertising is
aimed at them. "We present problem
situations an.ct try to solve them, "Toevs
said.

For example research showed that the
possibility of an Internal Revenue Service audit is "a matter of great
apprehension," so Block's advertising
promises that a company representative
will go with any customer that IRS might
choose to audit.
The company also promises to pay any
penalty or interest a Block error might
cost the taxpayer··but the compan}
won't pay any additional tax due.

-·The Block company does not get
involved in lobbying for tax reform.
"It's not our business to influence tax
laws," Toevs said. "Our business is
helping people live with the tu laws as
Congress writes them."
That means that H. and R. Block
keeps "a close eye" on developments in
tax laws and company executives occasiollally offer testimony in Congress but
" We seek no particular direction for the
nations's tax legislation," Toevs said.
He added, however. that "tax laws are
about as complicated as they should be
allowed to become."
He predicted further efforts at simplification of the tax structure with
emphasis on relief for the elderly, the
lower income filer and the single
taxpayer. He said he does not believe
that the nation will move to a " flat rate"
for taxation, however, because American economic theorists have looked on
taxation as a tool to obtain social
objectives, not just to raise revenue.

After the campaign had been designed, the advertising agency needed
someone to give the pitch.
The
company's president. Henry W. Block,
was chosen because, said Toevs, "he
seems to be very believable."

S
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LaMoure wins it all
in Class B basketball
Popeye had his spinach, Clark Kent
haa his phone booth and the LaMoure
Loboes had their little joke. In a move
designed to keep his charges loose,
LaMoure coach Terry Olson used his
final pre-game huddle as a time to, of all
things. tell funny stories. So it was that
from the Region I contests in Vallev Cit}
right through the State Class B Basketball Tournament al Bismarck's Civic
Center, the Loboes took the court
chuckling quietly to themselves and
proceeded to beat the pants off whoever
their opposition happened to be.
And for those fans who attended the
State Class B this year and are still
wondering what that loud ''whoosh
boom! " noise was--it was not Popeyt;
knocking Bluto through a brick
wall , nor Supeiman leaping a tall
building in a single bound--but the
LaMou re Loboes blowing absolutely
everybody out of the gym as they
claimed their school's first basketball
crown in their first appearance at tfie
state meet.
Eight very fine teams had survived
district and regional tests to earn a berth
in the showdown at the Civic Center.
But the big show belonged to the
Loboes, who, despite the pre•game
levity, did not leave· their opponents
laughmg. Throughout the tournament
LaMoure rebounded with menacing
authority, had excellent team movement
on offense. just flat shot the eyes out of
the basket (especially in the first half of
each game), and employed a full court
pressure defense that would have warmed the heart of any dedicated pickpocket.

Partly, that's a result of Bloch's
projection of himself as a sincere and
interested friend. Partly it's his position
as chief executive officer of the company. Having him read the advertisement tells the potential customer, "We
stand behind our product." Toevs said.
But Bloch's principal advantage as a
salesman for the company, Toevs said, is
that he "is not received as a huckster. "
The "stock company, which prepares
10 percent of the income tax returns filed
by American •taxpayers, combine television and newspapers "in a strong
combination" to deliver the corporate
message. The 17 reasons are stated in
television commercials and repeated in
the newspapers--with the addition of the
address and telephone number of the
local office.

.!
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William Toevs

In the openfng round of the tourney a
strong, junior dominated team from
Garrison upset highly regarded Mott,
while New Town, one of three unbeaten
teams in the state classic, struggled past
the gutsy but outmanned Robinson
Hornets. Lakota' s Raiders, unbeaten
and ranked number one in the final Class
B poll, just managed to stave off a
furious fourth quarter rally by unheralded Minnewaukan, and LaMoure
claimed their 27th straight victory by
demolishing a very good Rolla team.

In the se mi.final round the New Town
Eagles assured a battle of unbeatens in
the championship game as they moved
away from the Garrison Troopers in the
final period to win 61-52. An excellent
al1-round performance by Robin Hauge
and strong games from brothers Steve
and Ken Hall led New Town to a victory
while nine turnovers in the final stanza
led directly to the Troopers' demise.

In the second semi-final encounter
Lakota met LaMoure. The Raiders came
into the contest 28-0 and LaMoure 27-0.
There was probably more pure talent on
the floor for this one than for any other
high school game in North Dakota this
year. And when it was over LaMoure
had shown that while they might not
have been any better than Lakota one on
one, they we re much better as a team.
The decisive moments came, to put it
mildly, very early in the game. The
Loboes came out howling and leaped in
front 8-0 just 55 seconds into the battle
and led 12-0 less than two minutes into
the fray. From there the Raiders righted
themselves and gamely tried to battle
back, but they were never able to
recover from those first two devastating
minutes. It was still a 12 point spread,
26-14, after one quarter and J2 again at
the half. 44-32.
The Raiders gave it their best shot in
the second half, drawing to within eight
at 54~46 late in the third quarter, but
found themselves down by 12 again after
three periods, 58-46. And LaMoure was
awesome down the stretch, winning
going away by a 78-54 count.
By now the Loboes' on-court personalities were well defined. There was Dave
Olson, quietly effective from his forward
spot; Mark Shockman, calmly quarter·
backing the precise Loboe offense;
Darold Haugen and Bruce Shockman
dominating the boards and scoring
impressively. Shock man, at 6'4" , will
be remembered for his picturesque and
murde rou sly effective turnaround
jumper from eight to ten feet out. And
Continued on next page

finally Leon Thielges, who performed so
well in every phase of the game that his
26 points against Lakota seemed no more
impressive than his defense, his ability
to penetrate on offense and his overall
hustle.
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On trophy day powerful Mott claimed
the consolation title with a 67-60 decision
over Minnewaukan, a scrappy bunch of
battlers who had a fine tournament in
finishing sixth.

The ri ght ·
ambushes
land planners

Old Guff

Experts in land use planning from
North Dakota State University and the
North Dakota Planning Division brought
their traveling road show to Mandan and
were immediately bedeviled by critics of
government control of private propert)·.

In the struggle for third.place Lakota,
especially in the first half. showed the
excellence they were capable of attaining. The Raiders raced to 24 point lea~
early in the third period at 50-26 and
then had to hang on for d&ar life as they
niped Garrison 73-70.
In the champion ship game LaMoure
wasted no time in erasing any doubts
people might have had as to who was the
class of this tournament field.
The
Loboes pounced on New Town for a
chillingly quick JO to nothing lead that
left sportswriters, fans and coaches
searching for superlatives to describe the
new state champs. Despite a marvellous
effort by the Eagles' Steve Hall, who
finished with a game high. 29 points, the
title game was never close. LaMoure.
led by Leon Thielges' 26 markers, Bruce
Shockman's 23 and Darold Haugen with
16, led at the quarter stops by 12. 15. 21.
and finally 25 points--86-61. It was the
widest margin of victory in a Class B
championship game in many. many
years.
Some idea of just how awesome
LaMoure's performance was can be
gathered from the following facts.
Enroutc to the title. the Loboes knocked
off Rolla. Lakota and New Town. These
three teams finished the year (including
the tournament) with a combined record
of 82 wins against 6 losses. LaMoure
beat them by a total of 73 points--24, 24
and 25 points respectively.
Most of the squads in this year's
tournament featured many underclass

:'"1: ·~~b{,.,c1 ~
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Old Guff talks sucession
My friend Old Guff. wh·o·s got a place
up toward Canada, is talking sucession
again. This isn't new for Guff. He was
opposed to statehood in the first place.
Dakota Territory, he figured, would
make a fine nation. In 1933, Guff told
the legislature North Dakota would be
better off on its own and in the Fifties
he was arguing that C'anada might need
a new province--North Dakota. Only
he'd have called it South Manitoba or
Lower Saskatchewan.
This time Guff's got bigger ideas.
He's suggesting a new country_carved
out of the center of the continent. This
nation would include the states of North
and South Dakota, Montana, Wyoming,
Alaska, northern Minnesota, and Nebraska down to the North Platte River.

b"

ball title. For LaMoure, however. it was
an all senior effort. And for these young
men approaching graduation, perhaps
the nicest r~alization of all is knowing
they had given their home town some
thing to remember and he immensely
proud of forever.

the"Canadian
prairies:
- .. - ·
· - · the provinces
...w. of
Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
He'd throw in northwestern Ontario, the
Yukon and the Northwest Territories.
Then he'd beg British Columbia to join
so this new nation would have a Pacific

As for head coach Terry Olson--he
may come to be remembered as the
mentor who sent his kids onto the court
saying something like (ala Bob Hope)
"But seriously, folks ... "

To this geographic area, Guff giyes
the name Saskamondakwy. Those who
live within it he calls Saskamondakwytes. He pronounces both words just
like they're spelled.
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The geese
on the river
This is the first full day of spring. The
meadowlarks are back on the prairie and
the geese are back on the Missouri,
although their fu11 migration is still three
weeks away. The March wind howled
last night··Up to 45 miles per hour, the
weather service said, and the golf
courses
are drying out.
In the
southwest, calving has begun and
farmers are talking of spring's work by
the first of April. In the Souris Basin,
the highest flood crests ever are
expected. The Corps of Engineers is
channelizing the river through Minot and
more emergency dikes are being built.
At Neche. on the Pembina, another
record flood is on forecast. but North
Dakota's other maverick rivers, the
Heart, the Cannonball, the Knife ... are
running very low. The southwest is near
drought. Some points have had no
precipitation since the first of February.
The Red River is calm this year, as well,
running well under flood along it~
course.
There arc no crocuses in bloom on the
prairie yet and no tulips in gardens.

Ors. Norbert Dorow and Ron Ander·
son, economists with NDSU's Cooperative Extension Service and Oscar Lund,
land use planning coordinater for the
State Planning Division, sought to..
explain what land use planning is and
how it is done. American Party and
John Birch Society leaders insisted that
governments have no authority to regu·
late use of private property ar.d that a
public institution like NDSU h.1d "no
business·' advocating such control.

port.

Guff figures this nation could insure
some measure of freedom and happiness
for its inhabitants, who would number
only seven million (assuming B.C.'s not
interested, nine million if she is).
Besides that, he says, Saskamondakwy
would be the world's major force for
peace. He points out--rightly so far as I
can figure--that we Saskamondakwytes
would be the world's second largest
military power, replacing the United
States. All the Kwytes would have to do
he says. is threaten to blow up the
Kremlin or the White House.. and peace
would be assured.
Saskamondakwy would be the world's
major grainery, Guff notes, and that too
would help insure peace. We'd simply
deny the fighters wheat, he said, until
they agreed to live peaceably.
And Guff is sure there'd be no
problem convincing the Mother Countries (that would be Canada and the U.S.
of A.) to cooperate with our nationhood
plans. We'd only have to withhold the
barley they all brew their beer from.

By this time, I'd conceded that Guff
had made a strong argument indeed, but
he hadn't finished. Saskamondakwy, he
said, would be the energy czar of the
continent. We'd force those fools on the
coasts to cut their consumption of coal
and oil, Guff said. We wouldn't give it
to them.
Land's too valuable for
stripping he sa'id. and we need the oil
ourselves. What with the oil fields of
Alberta, Montana, Wyoming and North

Dakota, we'd have a little to share.
That we'd be willing to sell at our own
price, and for our own profit. Guff said.
Now for the freedom and happmess.
Guffs an old Non Partisan Leaguer, so
he's got a streak of socialism in him.
His notion is that socialism will work
without destroying individual freedom if
the government that's socialistic is small
enough. He figures seven million
people's not too many.
Now Guff suggests that the govern·
ment (which he rightly points out would
be the lot of us) should be pretty well

able to collect and market the grain we
raise here··and demand our price for it.
If no one will buy for the price we ask,
we can give away some to the folks who
reaJly need it (Guff's a humanitarian,
=too) and store the reat in th
missile
siloes at Langdon and Great Falls. The
state capitol at Bismarck would make a
pretty good devator, too, he said.
The people, through the government,
could drill for the oil we've got and pass
it around, as well. That wouldn't detract
from the freedoms of any 9f us common
people, he reasoned, any more than
havin8 the board of directors of Continental Oil or Standard do the work.
Besides, the tremendous profits this
state monoply would realize would ease
the tax burden on the rest of us.
Sending the coal boys home would
relieve the problems with urban spawl,
Guff reasons. so agricultural land would
be available for crops and pastures
instead of houses and highways. He's
worried about the concentration of
ownership among a f~w big farmers,
though, so he'd tax the devil out of large
landowners while letting the small
operater off pretty nearly free.
He
expects that will prompt some of the big
boys to start selling. That would make
more land available to the landless
young who've migrated to the cities to
take government jobs. Since we'd have
to support fewer people with make work
jobs, we'd have less goyernment to
worry about.
Just to insure that the government
wouldn't get in the way of the average
man's comings and goings, Guff sl.id
he'd build a new capitol up at Churchill,
Manitoba. It's cold there nine months of
the year, he said, and only the very
hardy could tolerate it. That ought to
keep the fat and lazy out of the capitol.
My friend Guff said there's · more
but he didn't have time to tell me ·a11 of
it. Instead, he had to hurry over to the
Secretary of State's office in the capitol
to get himself petitions dissolving the
union between sunny Nodak and the
United States of America. W1've got to
start somewhere, Guff reasoned.
With that we shared a toast to Thomas
Jefferson and a second to Louis Riel.

Then. Guff was off.

Mike Jacobs

Dorow, Anderson and Lund argued
that land use planning is an attempt to
involve all members of a comr mnity in
determining its future.
Dorow and
Anderson said they didn't seek to
advocate such an approach but to explain
it. Lund said he advocated land use
planning as a way to \)est direct
development of the state's resources.
Anderson said it's up to local people to
decide whether or not to go ahead with a
land use policy. 1f the decision is yes. he
said. local governments should "draw up
a comprehensive plan with a lot of
citizen input. This should take into
account the needs of that area for the
future." Such a plan, Anderson said,
would inSure that land world be
ava'ilable for a variety of uses and that
each use would be located in a specific
area suited for that use.
Anderson d"fined a land use policy as
"a settled course agreed on by people
and adopted by the government for the
use of land in a wise and prudent
manner." He insisted that plannL1g is
only an mechanical process which
follows the agreement ·of citizens that a
policy is necessary.
Martin Vaaler, a Grant County farmer
who is the unpaid executive director of
the North Dakota American Party, said
''I resent this talk of land use. This is
total government." He said NDSU's
"experts" had accepted three fallacies:
that planning is necessary, that it must
be done by experts and that some people
are incapable of planning for them·
selves. Land use planning is interfering
with the right of the property owners and
this is wrong when done by any
government agency. Vaaler, who served
for eight years as a North Dakota Public
Service Commissioner. said.
Carl Whitman, Jr., director of the
Three Affiliated Tribes industrial development commission, argued that land
use planning would ··control interference
with my serenity" and insisted that if it
weren't controlled "by my neighbors
through the government it will be
contro11ed by my neighbors acting with
dollars.~'
Jake Swenson of Bismarck, former
chairman of the Burleigh County Commission, told about 130 people gathered
at the cOnference, "Land does not
belong to us.
We are only its
custodians. We can't dispose of it. We
have only the privilege of using it and
the obligation to pay taxes on it. ·•
Anderson emphasized that people
must remember two things about land.
First. it is a stable commodity which
can't be made nor disposed of ·by man.
Second, man can do nothing without
land.
Dorow said Americans ~a.v~ tra_ditionalh: made land u,e dec1s1ons m the
m~rketplace. Buyers determined what
Continued on next page

use would be made of land they
pun.:has~d. These land use decisions arc
oft"n irr~vcrsible, Dorow said. and made
by pcn,on!) who "view land as a
commodity." He called thi'!I a "short
term view" and suggested that land use
polic) decisions must answer the questions "do we want to impose some
boundaries on the pricing mechanism"
and "how can private rights be balanced
with public rights."
He questioned
whether the market is the proper place
"for satisfactory land use decisions ...

Returnees
Grace and Art Llnk arrive at
Bismarck's airport after two
weeks In the Mid-East

Travel Director Joe Satrom told the
news conference that his division will
continue to explore possible educational
and cultural exchanges with Egypt and
Jordan.
"'h's illogical to try to do
business with someone you don't understand or trus'-·' he said.

Lund's contribution to, the day-long
seminar was an outline of federal land
use legislation passed over the past 100
years. He began with the Homestead
Act of 1864 and ended with land use
planning bills pending in the U.S.
Congress.

Commissioner of Agriculture Myron
Just told the same news conference that
his experience in the Mid-East convinced
him that the area will need increasingly
large imports of food. North Dakota will
be able to supply that need, he said.

The State Planning Division, Lund
said. exists to assist local communities to
plan within federal guidelines ahd to
help develop applications for federal
grant monies.
Gilmore Lee of Arvilla, North Dakota
coordinator of the John Birch Society,
was critical of federal funding of local
projects. This always brings federal
control, he said.
In an interview after the conference,
Vaaler said the American Party intends
to make opposition to land use planning
a central theme of its 1976 election
campaign.
Lund argued that federal agencies
only provide guidelines which should be
followed in drawing up plans, not
regulations which must be adopted as
part of the plans. He insisted that land
use planning is a valid exercise of police
power under the const\_tution.

-

This prompted Lee and Nancy Ride-;, a
national Birch Society speaker passing
through Mandan on her way to Dickinson to deliver an attack on the Equal
Rights Ammendment, to quote verbatim
portions of the Constitution reserving
powers to the states and the people.
Lee said he felt that the planners'
understanding of American constitutional democracy was faulty.

The entire affair has aroused little
criticism. State Rep. Dean Winkjer, who
regards himself as a watchdog of the
public purse, was miffed at the affair's
513,000 price tag.

A poll conducted by
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Link offers Mid-East travelogue
Gov. Arthur A Link offered what he
called "a bird's eye view of 011r
experiences" in Egypt and Jordan in a
speech to managers of Farmers Union
Cenex Cooperatives gathered in Mandan.
The speech at the Seven Seas Motor
Inn was Link's first after his return from
a two week trip to the mid-eastern
nations.
Link told the farm cooperative managers th:K, the 30 member expedition to
Egypt "helped to plant the seeds of a
new harvest of cultural and business
relations'' and that it "met the basic test
of --positive accomplishment.''

Dorow indicated that criticism of the
land use policy process had arisen at
other conferences but that it was most
vehement in Mandan.

The governor didn't discuss any specific accomplishments of the trip. however.

The land use road show has also
played in Grand Forks, Fargo, Jamestown, Dickinson, Williston, Minot, and
Devils Lake.

The governor emphasized the humanitarian goals of the trade mission in his
Mandan speech. He read a statement
he'd written on the flight from London to
New York.

The major portion of NDSU's presentation is contained in two pamphlets,
both available from the Cooperative
Extension Service, North Dakota State

University, Fargo, N.D., 58102.

see page 6
The pamphlet,; are titled, "La~d Use
Policy Issues (Circular EC-607)" and
"Implementing Land Use Policy
Choices."
The first is a four page
brochure, the second a two page
handout.
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Egyptian
expedition
returns
North Dakota's expedition to Egypt
afd Jordan ~rrived back at Bismarck's

,hrport today. The 30 member party had
gone to the Mid-East to explore possible
markets for North Dakota products.
The mission's success in selling
North Dakota products has not yet been
judgcd--although participants warned
before leaving that results wouldn"t be
immediate--but the trip has been a
publicity bonanza for the governor.
Bismarck television has depicted him
riding Arabian steeds, viewing bellydancers and chatting with the Egyptian
head of state. -

Bismarck television station KFYR (which
sent two reporters on the trip) indicated
that half of the state's citizens thought
the expedition frivolous and a waste of
money.

The statement said, in part, "The
overriding concern and desire of Egypt
and Jordan's leadership, with whom I
visited, is for peace and economic

He added, however, "The failures of
ancient dynasties and kingdoms have not
daunted their desire and determination
to attain a position of general prosperity
and well-being for the tnillions who
today Jack the level of human needs and
self accornplishrrl'ents desired by all
people of the world."
Gov. Arthur A. Link's defense of his
seldom criticized trip to Egypt and
Jordan continued for an hour long news
conference at his office. With Link for
the conference were four state officials
who joined him on the trip. A fifth.
Attorney General Allen I. Olson, wasn't
able to attend.
Bruce Bartch, who directs the state's
Business and Industrial .Develo()ment
Department, said that "several" N"orth
Dakota manufacturers had selected representatives in the Mid·East. He listed
Arcata Industries, a Valley City wood
products company. Interstate Seed and
Grain Company of Fargo and North
Dakota Concrete Products of Bismarck.

//

Just indicated that the increasing
liberalization of women's roles, industrialization and urbanization are leading
to changes in the Mid-Eastern diet. He
likened this to the experience of ·post-war
Japan which shifted from a rice based to
a wheat based diet in about 20 years.
The Japanese, he pointed out, are now
among the best customers for North
Dakota grains.
Neither Link, Just. Bartch, nor Satrom--all of who made the trip to
Egypt--would predict when the state
might realize benefits from the trade
mission.
Link said, "Some immediate results
will be realized in something less than a
long time.''
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Court ponders
eminent domain
The North Dakota
heard arguments in a
decide the scope of
governing the right" of

Supreme Court
case which may
the state's law
eminent domain,

the taking of private property for a
public use.
Continued on next page
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stability. They know that without the
first the latter cannot be realized and
without both, the human needs and self
accomplishments desired by their people
cannot be. achieved.
"They know that they are part of the
larger world family of nations and that
few if any can remain an island unto
themselves. Thus, they are anxious to
establish and expand avenues of communication and develop programs of
cultural. scientific, technological and
business relations with other countries.
.. North Dakota's own newness of
development makes it easy for most of
us to know firsthand or through other
acquaintance of the trials and hardships
of the development of a land."
The governor emphasized that relations with the Mid-East won't be ••a one
' wav street. We can learn much from
thf!m~' He said the Egyptians have
been irrigating the Nile Valley for more
than 5.CX>O years without damage to
land. North Dakotans can make use of
that knowled~e. he said.
In a 30 minute travelogue at the Cenex
managers meeting. Link discussed visits
to a tomb of an ancient king where the
delegations saw paintings of primitive
agriculture . .. That same agriculture is
still practiced in Egypt. he said.

•"

....f
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The case involves Square Butte Electric Power Cooperative and a group of
Burleigh County landowners. The
cooperative had sought easements from
the landowner~ through exercise of
eminent domain.
A high voltage
electrical transmission line would be
built over the easement route.

Burleigh County District Court Judge
Benny Graff ruled that the cooperative
does not have the right to condemnation
under state law. The cooperative

appealed.
Graff had held that the state's eminent
domain laws do not apply to Square
Butte because the coop exists solely to
transmit electricity from Minnkota Power
Cooperative's Milton R. Young Station at
C~nter to Duluth, Minn. Square Butte
shares office space and a board of
directors with Minnkota.
Graff also ruled that since the entire
output of the Young Station's second
unit--scheduled to begin producing electricity this fall--will be sold to Minnesota
Power and Light Company for use in
northeastern Minnesota's taconite industry, the companies served no public
use in North Dakota.
Since the direct current line can't be
tapped before it reaches Duluth, Graff
concluded that the electricity was intended for use in Minnesota and that the
line carrying it would serve no public use
in North Okaota.
John Kelly, a Frgo attorney representing Square Butte argued that the
integration of electricity supply through
the Mid-Continent Area Power pool, of
which Minnkota and MP and L, but not
Square Butte are members, means that
"ultimately" some of the power transmitted to Minnesota over the direct
current line in question could return to
North Dakota on alternating current
lines.

~ .~~ey.:YMe~no '· Jr.,

representing tfie landowner's. told the
court's five members that this eventuality was both unlikely and only "an
incidental benefit" to North Dakotans.
He suggested that the benefit to the
state from exercise of eminent domain
must be "substantial."

constitutes a public use under the law
and companies therefore are entitled to
exercise eminent domain for power line
right of way.
With all the complexities of the
contract and power supply agreements,
the case is an extremely important one.
It could set precedent for the use of
eminent domain by other companies
hoping to connect coal burning electrical
generating plants in North Dakota with
areas of electrical Consumption elsewhere. Three companies in addition to
the Minnkota-Square Butte consortium
are currently seeking to build such lines.
Despite the importance of the case for
the future, however, it will have little
effect on Minnkota's immediate plans.
Although the company has halted construction of the power line pending the
Supreme Court's decision-.which is expected within a month--the line will be
built regardless of the outcome of the
court case. The company has secured
right of way easements from other
landowners and will route its line around
the land of the property owners who
have refused to sign easements if the
court rules 3.gainst the company.
The case has another interesting
sidelight.
Near the end of Friday's
hearing, Supreme Court Chief Justice
Ralph Erickstad offered to disqualify
himself. He said he has an interest in
the case because his summer home at
Wood Lake in Benson County is supplied
by a cooperative which receives power
from Minnkota.
Kelly said he had no objection to
Erickstad's continued participation in the
case, but Vogel indicated he wished to
Consult with his clients before making a
decision whether to ask Erickstad to step
down.
The chief justice gave opposing
attorneys five days to prepare arguments
regarding his participation in the case.
· The case Qriginafly -.l!ed the Court
just after Jan. 1. but a' hearing was
delayed awaiting preparation of a 600
page transcript of the lower court
proceedings.

In its brief to the court Square Butte
asked that the hearing process be
expedited.
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Wheat Pool sign-up stage
The effort to establish a North Dakota
Wheat Pool managed by the state owned
mill and elevator has entered the critical
farmer sign up stage this
week.
Meetings to explain the contract and to
encourage producers to commit their
wheat and durum are schdeuled
throughout the state.
These meetings follow those held for
elevator managers, delegates to grain
prices meetings held earlier this year
and bankers as well as producers. Such
meetings were held in each Wheat
Commision District last week.

The wheat pool management ''has
every intention of obeying the law,"
Voldal added. "With this in mind the
Steering Committee counsel reviewed
the contract carefully and found it to be
well with the bounds of North Dakota
Law."

The meetings raised a number of
questions about insurance for farmer's
production, about responsibility for
shortage in shipments, about payment
procedures.

The contract carries the blessing of the•
North Dakota Industrial Commission
which oversees operations of the state
owned mill and elevator. The governor,
the attorney general and the agriculture
commisioner are members of the Indus·
trial Commission.

Jim Molzahn, North Dakota Farmers
Steering Committe - member for 12 West
River counties, told about 70 people
gathered at New Salem that he lacked
answers to some of their questions and

Molzahn, speaking at New Salem,
stressed the importance of farmer
contacts in distributing the contract.
"Before this is done our contract has got
to be on every farmstead in North

that officials of the North Dakota Mill
and Elevator would be contacted to get
them.
The full 14 member committee was to
meet with the mill's management to
report the farmer's and elevator manager's concerns and to get answers to
the questions.
At Fargo, an elevator manager,
Richard Goldberg, told a meeting that
the contract circulated for farmer signatures may be illegal. He cited provisions
for deduction of storage and handling
fees.
Deputy Agriculture Commissioner
Henrik Voldal. a steering Committee
m "'"'· label d <;oldbcrg's charges

···obstrucdonist. ·•

Voldal said, "We farmers have long
known that our interests and the
interests of the Grain Exchange are not
the same and in fact arc frequently in
direct conflict. Farmers know they are
on the right track when they scare the

Vogel argued that the court should
choose between "the restricted and the
broad view" of the state's eminent
domain laws.
He said that North
Dakota's current rate of export of
electricity (more than half the power
produced here is shipped out of the
state) indicates there is '· no reasonable
forseeable shortage of electricity," that
the increasing demand for electricity in
the taconite industry would consume all
of the power produced at the Milton
Young Station and that a mass of
contracts between Square Butte, Minn.
kota and Minnesota Power and Light
mandate the continued export of the
power generated at the Young Station.

Dakota."
To see that this happens, the committee will name county coordinators in
each county. Three were named at New
Salem Monday. Erwin Holle of New
Salem will be coordinator for Morton
County, Eldor Miller or Hazen for
Mercer County and Roland Schwalbe
of Center for OJiver county.
Coordinators for Sioux and Grant
Counties will be named this week.
Molzahn and Bill Stegner of Rhame,
southwestern North Dakota's second
steering committee member, warned
farmers not to expect to get major
economic returns from_ joining the pool.
lnst~d. they stt.essed, 1t is design,_e'-'d~ to" - - ~ - =
remove 20 per cent of graln in s orage
from the domestic market. The Wheat
Pool will attempt to arrange foreign sales
of the grain.
"We're not getting on any band
wagon here that's going to bring back a
Jot of money." one farmer at New Salem
said. "This is a long range thing."
In addition to the contract for commitment of stored grain, the Steering
Committee will distribute a survey
askinglfarmers whether they're interested in committing 1976 production to a
later pool.

If enough farmers indicate interest,
such a pool could be anounced in June,
Voldal said.
Sign up deadline for the 1975 wheat
pool is April 23 and the mill and elevator
will decide by April 30 if enough grain
has been commited to justify seeking
foreign markets.

"This means there is to be no public
use in this state and that the eminent
domain laws do not apply," Vogel said.
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Politics-taking stock

Attorney Kelly conceded that he was
unable to explain the complexities of the
"leveraged leasing" plan of financing
for the plant--a plan which results in a
commitment of the total output of
Minnkota's Young Unit two to Minnesota Power and Light until 1985--or the
reasons that a direct current line that
can't be tapped for power in the state
was chosen over an alternating current
line.

Political party conventions are more
than three months, the primary election
more than five months and the general
election more than seven months in the
future, but the brew in North Dakota's
political tea pot has become a heady one
already.

He insisted, however, that excessive
reliance on alternating current causes a
phenomenon called "low frequency oscillation' 'which can cause failure of the
state's power supply system. This would
result in "black.outs," Kelly said.
The construction of the DC line to
Duluth would alleviate this problem by
making possible the shipment of alter·
nating current back to North Dakota in
the event of a system failure.
This

grain trades into trying to squash their
efforts at gaining a voice in marketing
their products." Goldberg has been a
member of the Grain Exchange's board
of directors since October, 1975.

Farmers

Jim Molzahn of New England and BUI
Stegner of Rhame, southwestern North
Dakota's representatives on the Farmers
Steering Committee.

As of
today
there are seven
candidates for govern"o r. Four men have
said they'll seek the Republican gubernatorial endorsement, two have announced independent candidacies. One
of these men calls himself a Democrat.
The other says he's a Republican. The
incumbent governor, a Democrat, is
More Daybook on page 8.
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Land Use Policy Issues
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the third party has a valid agrument, or at least an
interest in a two-party land use decis.ion, and that
the third party can be considered only in our
political and legal system.

the naSe

Today. there are 70,665 square miles of land in
North Dakota. There arc many potential uses for
!his land. Fanncrs would like to expand their
acreages. Many communities would like to add

Again, this system worked well when there was
unlimited land and the nation promoted growth and
development, and the system is not as rigid as it
might appear. In the list of uses covered, it appears
that if there were enough industrial growth, all our
fanning and ranch land might disappear into indus·
!rial or residential s.ites. Actually, what would happen in this example is that as food-producing land
disappeared nationally and in the world, food prices
would increase, and there would be an effort to
produce more food on the limited land. Farming
and ranching would intensify and become a more
intensified use of land and change the priority of
land uses as we know them today

BASIC ISSUE

new industry. Many people want to preserve or
expand scenic areas, recreational sites and historic
locations. The impending development of North
Dakota's energy resources will undoubledly cause
both temporary and pennanent changCS in land use.

Is the market place
satisfactory for
land use decisions?

By the year 2000, there will still be just 70,665
square miles of land in North Dakota. If there were
enough land for all perceived uses so that the conflicting uses of land could be widely separated. there
would be little need for land use policies that are being proposed at all levels of government at the present time.
The land use policy issue is broad, since virtually
all that humans do involves the use of land. Some of
the major concerns involved in land use today include urban congestion, declining rural areas, world
hunger, population, use of automobiles, flood control, strip mining, drilling for oil, transportation,
recreation, wildlife, preservation of farmland, fall
plowing, and the location of power plants, towns,
schools, industl)' and livestock facilities.
With the many concerns about land use, there are
many voices seeking to be heard. And that leads to
one of the fundamental issues about land use policy
today,
That issue is whether marketplace decisions
through the private enterprise system and its "price
mechanism" can satisfy society·s concerns about
land.

There was general acceptance or the belief that
whatever use of the land benefited the individual
the mosc was also the best for society.
The price mechanism could continue to serve as
a tool of the decision-maker in land use policy, IF
everyone were satisfied. But some of the voices
calling for a land use policy are not satisfied with
land use determined solely by the price system.
THE THIRD PARTY
Economic decisions are made belween buyer and
seller. Historically in economic transactions, the deal
made between the buyer and seller was no one else's
direct concern. But when the commodity is land,
a third party frequently is affected. And, there is
growing sentiment that our economic system isn't
equipped to consider gains and losses to the third
party.

Through the price mechanism m the private
enterprise system, individual producen determine
what is produced, who produces it, how much is
produced, and how resources are used. The price
mechanism has been used in most of this country's
land w;c decisions for the past 200 yean. With the
abundant land resources and a frontier to develop
in pas! yean, the price mechanism worked well

There are numerous illustrations of the third
party effect. When a buyer purchases land in certain
locations for a sanitary landfill, a junk storage area,
a factory, a shopping center, or a concentrated
livestock feeding operation, neighbors are often affected adversely. In the case of a new development
that creates pollution. congestion or even a change
in the local life style, society may be the affected
third party.

A<M1,11td by A<><1 ,1i~,..:,n •nd Norbe<t Do<o_w. NDSU Extent>On
Econotn,11,. lrom "L•nd UM IS$- cl rodfv' Exten"°n 811llet,n
Pm~S. 1-S1•" u~,-•,tv,Octobe< 1975.

The economic decision does not consider the
third party in land lransactions. Many people feel

Therefore, an open green area will become fanning or ranching if it is suitable. Fanning will be
developed into commercial feedlots, and feedlots
could become residential, industrial or business
sites with expanding urbanization. Since the more
intensive use returns more on the investment, the
buyer for a more intensive use can outbid all others
in the market place.

SPfCIFICISSUl.

L.aodwlll

Some public or third party nghts in land use are
now recognized. These rights are renected in Jaws
concerning soil conservation, pollution control,
zoning, eminent domain and taxing power. But in
recent years, the trends of court decisions appear to
indicate that the public or the third party has more
righlS in relation to property than we have thought
or assumed in the past.
The third party reaction has changed some of the
trends in the United States, too. T en ycan ago, most
of the nation was in favor of economic growth and
development. Today, the approach is far more
cautious. There is a growing list of examples where
public concern and pressure
a third party effect
have halted proposed development projects.
OTHER ECONOMIC ISSUES
In addition to the third-party concern, there arc
other dissatisfactions with land use decisions made
through the price mechanism.
One issue is that land gravitates to 11s most inten.&ive use under the price mechanism or market system when there are competing demands. TI1is occun
because the intensive use usually gives the hi):hcst
return for each dollar invested

shift to more
intensive
uses under
market
system.

It is these subtle adjustments of the price mechanism to allot the use of resources that have made
our economic system such a valuable one in the
past When we have attempted 10 modify the price
mechanism in times of war, for instance, !here are
many side effects lhat creale problems to be re·
solved. These side effects have been systematically
resolved through the price mecharusm
almost
unnoticed. While some were not totally satisfied
with the resulls of the price mechanism, most
found it an acceptable impersonal means of resolving problems or resource allocation, where
everyone played by the same rules
So what is wrong wilh intenSJty or use determining land use? Nothing, maybe, if everyone is
satisfied with the re!>ults But again there are con·
cerns

c.oopenrtr.e Exten5icn Service
North Dakota State l.kwerS!ty
~-°"""--'~

SOME LAND USE CHANGES
ARE IRREVERSIBLE
One of the major concerns is that many land
use dccis.ions are irreversible. Land use changes in
the past were not as critical when there appeared to
be enough land for all uses, but now that frontier is
gone. We know that North Dakota has no more than
70,665 square miles of land to utilize, and some
land use changes arc being questioned.
Many land use changes cannot be reversed or a{
least, not easily. Ranch and farm land changed into
a reservoir or a residential or industrial area cannot
be easily changed back into agricultural uses. We
could find in the,future, then, that while ranch and
farmland may become scarce and agriculture more
intensified, we cannot reverse our land uses. The
buyer of land for more intensified agricultural uses
would not only have to outbid the o ther polcntial
uses, he would also have the land reclamation costs.
Again. many people feel our economic system may
not be able to make needed adjustments as it has in
the past. In a sense, because some land uses may be
irreversible, the economics of today are being used
to determine land use patterns for the future.

The idea that man is a land conservator and not a
land owner has been renected strongly in the
philosophy of the conservation movement among
farmers for years. But the degree of limitation, or
how land use is to be determined, may produce a
stronger division or opinion.
The short-run economic emphasis tends to ignore
long-run needs and Jong-term planning for future
needs, future problems and future generations. It is
this concern, along with the irreversibility of land
use decisions and recognition or a fixed amount of
resources, that has encouraged many of our recent
examinations of the future.
Short-run decisions also tend 10 increase public
costs. Studies show the service cost of water, sewer
and transportation in areas where leapfrogging and
ribbon development along highways have occurred
in random fashion is higher than in areas planned for
efficient use of services. Unplanned development
creates another third·party effect for society, which
most often bean the increased costs or community
services.

WINDFALL GAINS
A final criticism of the economic system of
determining land use is that ii occasionally leads
to windfall gains. Some properties can become very
valuable because of the location of an intentate
highway, an airport, the growth of the city, or the
location of a lake. The increase in value has nothing
to do with the quality or the land or the qualily of
the management. The owner has done nothing ._ ii
is a matter of the accident of location. Often the
gains occur because of a public decision to build a
highway or airport. Some people say that such gains
belong to the society which bean the cost of the
improvements leading to gain and not to the individual owning the surrounding land.

;

This suggestion connicts strongly with traditional
attitudes and beliefs regarding ownership and the
right to speculate in land. It illustrates clearly why
land use policy is such a controversial issue.

How can private property rights
be balanced with public rights?

Short-run decisions often emphasize economic
return over the quality of living for the people
involved. The economic return decision frequently
leads to more investment, more jobs and more
people in a given loca tion. While development may
enhance the economic climate, it may also have an
adverse effect through pollution, congestmn, etc.
People view land as a commodit -:--

=

POLITICAL-LEGAL ISSUES

That is :mother way of saying that the economic
decision places a priority on the short-run result

As indicated earlier, if the third party is to be
represented in land use decisions, or if many of the
other ~ortcomings of the economic system are to
be modified, decisions must be made by the political and legal systems. Many of the questions previously resolved by the price mechanism, even
though solutions were unsatisfactory to some, now
become difficult questions to resolve philosophically, equitably and legally.

SHORT VS. LONG-RUN
The short-run result usually gets priority in the
economic system because of the uncertainty of the
future and the immediate demanding needs of
today. Future returns are heavily discounted. Longterm soil conservation practices, for instance, are
discounted in favor o f current crop yields.
The short-run attiiude causes people to view land
as a commodity to be bought and sold like any
other commodity Many people are now saying that
land should be considered a natural resource 10 be
conscn·ed for the future good of society.
The view that land is a natural resource is held
not only by the general public or the third pany

This is another example of the third-party effect.
The buyer determines where the plant location is to
be on the basis of cost and returns. The worker and
his or her quality of life are not really considered
the worker is a third party, affected if he wants a
job there, but not considered in the decision. And if
the social costs of congestion and quality of life
were considered, the long-run solution (selection or
plant location) might be different than the shortrun two-party decision.

First, there are strong emotional objections to
changing the political-legal system to include land
use. From our strong tradition of Jeffersonian
democracy, we hold three basic beliefs
• That hard work is the ingredient for success.
• That we have the right to acquire land and
property
• Thal we ha\'e the right to use, protect, and
maybe even abuse our land and property if
wesodesir,•

When these beliefs are challenged, there is a
strong emotional reaction. Likewise, there are
many who react emotionally 10 changing the economic system which has worked successfully for us.
The general issue in the political-legal area is,
"!low can private property rights be balanced with
public rights in land?"
Specifically, a knotty political-legal issue is to
what extent police power can be applied consti·
tutionally before it becomes a "taking" under the
5th and 14th Amendmenu to the U. S. Constitu·
tiQn. Under eminent domain, property can be taken
for public use - but the land owner is compensated
or paid for the property.
But what if you take only some of the land
owner's rights to the property? Is zoning taking
some of the rights? And at what point is the land
owner entitled to compensation - or how much
regulation can be allowed before the land owner is
damaged?
These ques1ions arc related to the windfalls discussed under the economic issues. Should the windfall gains that accrue because of zoning, land use or
an intentate highway go to the owner or society?
And on the other side, what if someone's property
value is reduced or nearly voided because of land
use or zoning? This iS the opposile of a windfall it
could be a wipcout.
An example of reduced value occurred in Fargo.
The owner of a large older home planned to convert
it into apartments. However, residents of the area
were successful in gettin$ ii rezoned to single family
residential, so this home owner will not realize his
expected value. Should he be compensated?
In Colorado, a Denver suburb with limited water
supplies is attempting to obtain water now being
used to irrigate 37,000 acres of farmland in a nearby
county. This illustrates the problem of land use as
related to a fixed supply of water, Today, there's no
fron tier with ample land and water. The farmen
can't move and they must compete with their c ity
neighbors for existing resources.
This is the central ques1ion in developing a land
use policy. Our land and Water resources are fixed .
How do we allocate our resources to care for competing needs of today and tomorrow? The solution
isn't likely to please all the parties involved
r-.orth Dakota citi1ens \hould take every opportunity to become knowledgeable regarding land
use policy issues and participate in the process of
policy development

Politics--a heady brew
from page 5
universally regarded as a candidate for
re-election, though he declines to say so.
With all these politicans abusing the
domestic tranquility, there is ample
opportunity for confusion. Let's take

stock.
Arthur A. Link, the incumbent governor, hasn't said if he'll be a candidate
for re-election. Instead, he argues that
politics could interfere with the work he
does a governor. Nevertheless, a
Friends of Art Link Club, which has fund
raising as its major purpose, has been
organized, and Harlan Fugelstan, a 27
year old veteran of Democratic campaigns, has returned to the state--from
Princeton University--to direct Link's
race.

Melland is the most polished of the
candidates and most observers concede
he is the front runner. Few believe he
can beat Link, however. He violates at
least two rules of North Dakota politics.
First, he is too smooth. His red coats
and bright ties clash with the generally
restrained demeanor of farm voters.
Then. too, he sells farm equipment and
farmers (still more than half the voters
of this state) are not wont to send such
men to the state house. Indeed, of the
last five governors, four have been
farmers. The fifth, John E. Davis, who
was a flashy banker, didn't rate a second
term. Melland's class does serve him
well in one way, however. He is a
favorite of the state's press. One of his
opponents told the Onlooker, in fact, that
Melland is regarded as a front runner
largely because he tells reporters so.

are state employees and still more are
related to state employees. Their taxes
pay their own salaries and their sons'
salaries.
Peterson's candidacy is a mystery to
observers. He was elected auditor on a
statewide ballot but his victory can
probably be traced to his Scandinavian
name.
His opponent was called
Pokorny. To compound that problem,
she was both a Democrat and a woman.
Both are disadvantages on a North
Dakota election ballot.
Peterson's only splash as auditor has
been a proposal to reorganize state
government. Included in the plan was a
suggestion that the auditor's office be
eliminated··which may explain why Pe·
terson is seeking another job.
Some observers think he's a spoiler

Elkin had no more than announced his
candidacy than he was endorsed by
Bismarck businessmar. (he sells cars)
Robert McCarney, a political maverick
who threatens to run himself if someone
isn't nominated who is acceptable to
• him. Mac has to be taken seriously.
He's spoiled election campaigns before
--including Elkin's. In 1970, Elkin lost
the Republican primary to his new ally
(unsought, says Elkin) by a handful of
votes. Art link beat Mac in the general
election and went to Washington.
Reimers was the first Republican to
the field. He announced his intentions
before Christmas and has been scurrying
around the state building organizational
support for three months.
He is
regarded as the most conservative of the
candidates, a man who is tight with the
state's money. Until mid-February, he
was thought to be loose with her
resources, but he's apparently had a
change of heart. He told a Bismarck
television inteNiewer he'd shut down
the coal industry if it didn't mind the
law. In an Onlooker interview, Reimers
insisted that has always been his
position and that he's tired of unen·
forced laws. The laws governing the
industry are stringent enough he said, if
a decisive man will enforce them.
This announcement cheered some
West River Republicans, who are at·
tracted by Reimers gruffness and his
fiscal conservatism-·but dismayed by his
apparent generosity with the state's coal
and water. They had looked over the list
of candidates with some chagrin since
Melland, whose campaign is based on
"time for a change" rhetoric, resigned
his position on the board of directors of
Otter Tail Power Company, which has
major North Dakota coal interests, just
two days before he said he wanted to be
governor.

Geving, the other independant can·
didate, is a maverick.
His financial
troubles, which involve Joans for his land
and his elaborate house (complete with
an indoor waterfall) have been the
subject of articles in weekly newspapers
(he apparently talks about them freely)
and he's just taken a wife with three
children (his first marriage, her second)
after a whirlwind six week courtship.
Geving has a major disadvantage.
More than any of the other candidates,
he is isolated from the city media. He
has promised to campaign in a way that
will make his name known throughout
the state, however. PresumeabJy, his
positions on issues, which are unkown
at the time, will be part of that
campaign.
The man all these candidates seek to
beat is stolid Arthur A. Link of
Alexander, who's been in politics for 30
years and has never lost an election.

The Friends of Link Committee is
chaired by Dan Chapman, a well respected Bismarck attorney who is regarded as
a liberal.
He'll appeal to those
Democrats who are impatient with Art
Link's plodding style of government.
Chapman argues that the committee
"are people from all walks of life who
are urging Gov. Link to seek a second
term of office." The committee is an
election year fiction designed to convince
voters of the candidate's reluctance to
seek office. This is a long standing
tradition in North Dakota politics, espec.
ially among those Democrats who trace
their roots to the I Non Partisan League.
The League insisted that the office
sought the man, never the man the
office.
Public Service Commissioner Richard
Elkin has offered himself to the Republi·
can Party as a candidate. State Auditor
Robert Peterson, who coached the state
championship Williston High School
basketball team in t.he mid.Sixties, has
done the same.
They join RObert
Reimers who claims a farmhand to
millionaire landowner background, and
Robert Melland, a purveyor of farm
equipment in the fray.

his campaign. The NDFU isn't going to
support Gerhardt··she left the organiz·
ation on less than friendly termS··but her
work with the group gained her contacts
in rural areas throughout the state.

Link's deliberate manner··Which
causes him to postpone decisions until
he is months past positive·-has been the
brunt of a number of cruel jokes among
his enemies.
In four ye3rs in the
statehouse he's shown himself to be a
shrew politican, however.
His running mate·-the governor and
lieutenant governor will be elected on
the same ticket for the first time this
year--will probably be the incumbent
Wayne Sanstead, who teaches school in
Minot. Link has said as much and
Sanstead will likely take the job.. unless
he can be tempted to challenge Con·
gressman Mark Andrews, the state's
lone member of the U.S. House of
Representatives.
Othcc entbw.iastk pos.\ibJc (;.a:ndida cs

State Auditor Robert Peterson
Melland's positions on issues are not
very different from Reimers. They have
represented the same district in the
legislature for almost a dozen years. But
Melland tempers his opinions with good
humor and compromise. Reimers holds
his steadfastly and with occassional bad
temper. Those who have opposed both
men think Reimers the cleaner fighter.

candidate who presence on the ballot will
so divide the Republican cQOvention that
the delegates wiU turn to Melland. They
lay this scheme to the Republican Party
establishment and its money, which,
they say, has flattered Peterson but
favors Melland.

Richard Elkin is Hkely to be the West's
own candidate. He is a Stark County
native, the son of dirt farmers. He still
operates a farm near Taylor.
His
candidacy is motivated by some personal
ambition··he was the Republican Party's
golden boy in the late Sixties and was
disappointed (to the point of almost
disappearing from politics) by his loss to
McCarney. Elkin retired to the PSC,
where many, many North Dakota pOli·
ticans have been lost, and did his job.
What he sees as indecisive bungling by
Gov. Link brought the spirit back to
Elkin, however.
He argues that a
forceful energy policy granting permits to
those companies serving North Dakota
and sending those which don't packing
would be best for the state.

The independant candidates are Herb
Geving of Parshall, who sports a fancy
house with large glass windows near
Highway 23, and Sylvan Hubrig, a
Teamster's Union leader who lives in
Minot.

Elkin, like Melland, Reimers and Bob
Peterson, endorses cutbacks in state
government. Like the other candidates,
he hasn't suggested where they might
be made. This "less government" line
is a popular one with Republicans
because they think that North Dakotans
believe government has gotten out of
hand and will blame the Democrats,
who've held the governor's chair for 16
years now, for the growth.
This
overlooks two things. First, Republicans
have controlled at least one house of the
North Dakota legislature--and thus held
veto power over growth of government
-·since the demise of the Non Partisan
League (which incidentally ran its
candidates in the , Republican column).
Second, a great many North Dakotans

So much for the Republican regulars.

Neither has begun a serious cam.
paign--although Hubrig appears at large
meetings to distribute wallet cards.
Hubrig is nominally a Democrat and his
candidacy is thought to indicate some
labor discontent with the Link adminis·
tration. The Teamster's in North Dakota
claim 7,000 members, an attractive
voting block, perhaps enough to foil a
Link re.election bid on the general
election ballot.
Other segments of
organized labor are less than infatuated
with Hubrig, however, and are probably
safely in Link's camp. The governor
harmed himself with Labor in a speech
at the AFL-CIO's 1975 convention in
which he attacked George Meaney, who
is AFL·CIO national president, for his
interference in sales c,f grain to Russia.
Unlike the other candidates, Hubrig
has chosen a running mate. She is Jan
Gerhardt of Jamestown, formerly wo-men's director for the North Dakota
Farmers Union and before that a rural
school teacher in Williams County.
Hubrig says he'd make her responsible
for social welfare programs in his
administration. He'll also value her ties
with the Farmers Union, which is the
state's largest farm group and a major
supporter of Democratic candidates, in

for that job are scarce indeed. because
Andrews in a formidable opponent. In
1974 ... Democrats nominated Tax Com·
missioner Byron Dorgan, perhaps their
strongest candidate. He got 43 per cent
of the ~ote, the best showing ever
against Andrews.
In 1972, Andrews
demolished the Democratic Party chair•
man, Richard lsta, who gained only 27
per cent of the popular vote.
Dorgan is not inclined to try for
Congress because a defeat would leave
him jobless, since he can not run for
both Congress and tax commissioner. It
would also be a decided liability in any
future effort to gain higher office.
Dorgan has proven himself unbeatable
as tax commissioner, but he fears that
may be a job to get lost in, like the
Public Service Commission.
Rick Maixner, a young farmer from
New England who heads the United
Plainsmen Association, the state' s most
outspoken critics of big coal, has been
mentioned for Congress.
To be a candidate, Maixner would
have to moderate his criticism of thegovernor. At the same time, coal critics
in the party might want to nominate him
to tell Link that his position on the coal
issue doesn't meet their expectations.
Maixner could be an attractive candi·
date. He is outspoken and articulate,
young, but not a rebel (While many of his
age wue involved in peace demonstra·
tions, he was in the Air Force in
California). His nomination could be
thought to be a reward for the long and
faithful party work done by his parents,
R.D. (a former legislator) and Laura
Maixner.
The Democrats have a pack of possible
candidates in incumbent lcgistators,
some of whom would not have to risk.
their seats to run. Another possibility is
State Laboratories Director Ailsa Simonson. Commissioner of Agriculture
Myron Just, who is currently ridina a
Continued on page 11
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North Dakota Agriculture Commissioner. M}"ron Just
sa}"s that "market power" is the goal of a farm
- movement he set in motion earl) this )Car. A North
Dakota Farmers Steering· Committee, which grew out of
grain prices meetings which Just held in Carrington and
Jamestown in Janual'), looks to the North Dakota Mill
and Elevator to manage a pool o( wheat and durum
which tho farmers hope can be established. A brochure
explaining the pooling plan bears the sogan "Farmers
and the state in partnership for market power."
The state owned mill and elevator was a goal of farm
protest movements for more than three decades before
it was authoriied by the Legislature in 1919. Though
early Twentieth Centul') farm leaders didn't alwaJs use
the phrase umarket power," their aim 1''8S similu to
that of the North Dakota ,Farmers Steering Committee.
They hoped to grab for North DaJmtans a larger share of
the pronts involved in trading grain. Events of the
years leading to establishment of the mill and ele\lator
bear striking simllaritics to farmer complaints today,
when farmers hope to expand the role of that same
Institution.
Larry Remele, editor of North Dakota History, the
publication of the State Historical Society of North
Dakota, examines those similarities here.

Market unrest
dates into history
by Larry Remele
"Poor and Dishonest Wheat Inspection May Cause
Wheat Growers To Suffer," screams the headline of a
major North Dakota newspaper. "Grain Growers Plan
Big Pool," blares another, and "Farmers Urged To
Hang Onto Wheat,'' declares a third. If the subject is
familiar to modern readers, it is only because the
problem of marketing North Dakota grain has changed
very little since the state's press ran stories under those
headlines in 1907, 1909 and 1910.

Farmers have sought
'market power'
since statehood
and NDAC president John H. Worst advocated
diversification, mechanization and other passwords of
progressive agriculture. The constantly-reiterated
.message was that improved farming methods meant
~ncreased production that would lead to larger farm
mcome and a better life for the farmer.
In tune with the official emphasis on p~oduction as
the proper ~ay to increase farm income, so-called
"Farmers Institutes" appeared throughout North
Dakota during winters. Sponsored by the Agricultural
College, these ''Short Course" seminars brought
experts to talk to farmers. Somewhat similar was the
Better Farming Association, originally known as the
"SlOO An Acre Club," that be'gan in 1910 to operate
small-scale demonstration plots around the state.
Initially funded by the railroads and milling companies,
Better Farming agents showed farmers how production
could be increased through "scientific" methods, the
use of "dry farming" techniques, and by treating
farming as a ''business.'' The Better Farming
Association amalgamated with the extension service at
NDAC in 1911. Its agents were in effect the forerunners
of the modern county extension agents.

Unrest about farm marketing dates well back in
North Dakota's past, and matly of the answers being
discussed 1n the J970's were suggested 70 or more
·
<lit
· · for
M proposed by the P
1lr
and a state-owned system for pooling and
processing was advocated by the Independent Party of
Governor Eli C.D. Shortridge in 1892. Then, as now,
these ideas originated from the urge to take control of
marketing away from corporate inlerests based
outside the state. To put it simply, North Dakota
farmers wanted to free themselves from outstate
terminal markets that often operated to their detriment.
The struggle for home
control reached a ciescend&
during the first 15 years of the 20th Century.
Both private and public authorities saw construction
of a terminal elevator controtled by North DakOtans as
the solution to the marketing dilemma. In 1906, for
instance, the State Banker's Association investigated
the terminal practices at Duluth and Minneapolis. Their
1907 report clearly noted such abuses as mixing
different grades of wheat, severe dockage for alleged
impurities. discriminatory inspection that unfairly
lowered grades assigned the grain, and a pricing system
that worked mostly to the middleman's benefit. The
Bankers Association recommended establishing a North
Dakota·owned terminal on the Great Lakes and
suggested Superior, Wisconsin, as the site because that
state had a much more responsive system of grain
grading.
In addition to the Banker's investigation, Republican
Senator Porter J. McCumber introduced a bill providing
for federal inspection of grain shipments into the United
States Senate in 1907. Tfie bill. motivated partially by
his constituent's di~ust with the way that Minnesota
inspectors graded North Dakota wheat, failed repeated·
ly in Congress (finally passing in 1916), but [or years
gave the politician a reliable source of favorable
publicity; his opponents consistently derided the
Senator's ·measure as one mainly geared to give him a
progressive image that could counter hiS" well.known
asociation with political boss Alexander McKenzie and
the stalwart (conservative) wing of the Republican
Party.
Other important responses to the marketing problem
came from a number of official sources. On the other
hand, state agencies like the North Dakota Agricultural
College emphasized education and increased production
as means of improving farm income.
At annual
meetillgs of the Tri-State Grain Growers Association
held ~very January in Fargo, leaders in agricultural
education lectured about farming practices to mass
audiences aod specialized groups encouraged corn
growing. livestock selection and other ways of
• stimulating production. Railway magnate.James J. Hill

the Union rejected direct political participation and
concentrated on creating elevator companies and flour
mills; the first Farmers Union local elevator was built in
Bismarck in 1914.

The Union specifically saw itself as a means of
eliminating commodity speculation and teaching
"brotherly love." but evidence suggests that its entry
into North Dakota was politically instigated by men
closely associated with the political czar, Alexander
McKenzie, to offset the ascending power of the state's
largest farmer's organization, the American Society of
Equity. The Union's first meetings in the state, at
Bismarck. were sponsored by The Palladium, an
ostensibly progressive newspaper which supported
McKenzie's friends in city elections.
Apparently,
opponents of farmer unity hoped to separate them into
contending unions and thereby weaken the cooperative
movement.
By 1920, the Union had virtually
disappeared from the state. This first appearance was
followed by a second, in 1927, when the North Dakota
Farmers Union was formally chartered. The leaders of
today's Farmers Union in North Dakota trace their
beginnings to this second appearance of the organizaIn all of these efforts, however, the emphasis tion in the state.
The early Farmers Union's major rival was the
remained centered in increasing farm production while
American Society of Equity which originated in lndiana
marketing the crop, as many observors noted, was the
in 1902. The Equity offered a comprehensive program
real problem.
of economic action that included grain withholding,
formation of cooperative elevators, and an alternative
To deal with the colonial system of marketing through
terminal marketing system outside the Minneapolis
private terminals and processors located in Minnesota,
Chamber of Commerce (now known as the Grain
the Farmers Union and the American Society of Equity
Exchange). Although it remained determinedly
emerged in North Dakota between 1907 and 1915. Both apolitical, it engaged in legislative lobbying. Founded
groups advocated the cooperative as the way in which
by
about 20 prominent progressive farmers in Fargo on
farmers could retain the most control over their
r ucts from field to consumer. Unlike the North February 20, 1907, the North Dakota Equiry spread
ra idly through the state.
Within a year, State
Pl
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its inception in 1902 for state ownenhip of ma etlnig
and processing facilities, these farmers' organizations
responded to what they saw as economic problems with
their own economic solutions.
The smaller and less influential of the two
organizations, the Farmers Educational and Cooperative
Union of America, organized its first North Dakota local
in Bismarck on June 23, 1913. Within a year, the
organization had allied cooperatives in numerous
western and central North Dakota towns. Advocating
cooperative business as a way to free farmers from
dependence on the privately owned marketing system,
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reported a membership of over r,,ooo in 314 loeal
unions, ranking the North Dakota Society as the third
largest in the nation. From the outset, the Equity
formally dedicated itself to creating an alternative
marketing apparatus and in 1908 initiated a campaign
to finance construction of terminal elevators in the Twin
Cities and at Superior, the head of Great Lakes
shipping. In order to develop unity, help create a more
orderly marketing of grain and increase profits. the
Equity sponsored wheat holding actions in 1907, 1908
and 1909 that it claimed resulted in a steadier market.
Contlnued...page 10

The campaign to build a cooperative terminal elevator
went slowly, as well. Although the struggle to raise the
necessary $60,000 in stock subscriptions began in 1908,
the amount was not raised until 1911. By that time, the
North Dakota state legislature had authorized a
state-owned terminal; that, however, had to go through
a complicated constitutional amending process and did
not become law until 1913 (even then opponents held up
implementation of the measure until 1920.) The Equity
terminal eventually was constructed. but by that time
the fight had shifted to the issue of direct state
involvement in grain marketing.
The North Dakota Equity Society changed gradually
during its first eight years of existence. Jt never directly
sponsored political candidates, but sent lobbyists to
legislative sessions. Militant leaders like George T.
Loftu1i. a Minnesotan, and Fred 8. Wood of Deering
(later a Nonpartisan League founder) slowly turned the
Society toward an active political role after 1912.

With such raJ>id growth, the Equity quickly interested
ambitious politicians. Suporters of Senator McCumber
and Democratic Governor John Burke both sought to get
the organization's allegience, but McCurnber's success
in 1908 and 1909 in turning the leadership to his own
purposes caused much controversy within the ostensibly
nonpartisan Society. The Senator's continued attempts
to tie the group onto his 1910 campaign caused second
thoughts among members who had come to regard his
federal grain inspection bill as strictly a political ploy.
Burke made several appointments to government

boards from the Equity leadership, notably choosing a
former state president (a banker with farming interests)
to serve on the Grain Appeals Board in 1909.
In 1910. the Equity Society organized the Equity

Loftus spearheaded the growing politicization of the
North Dakota Equity with his attacks on the
Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce.
He repeatedly
offered proof that the large milling companies were
trying to bankrupt the Equity Exchange. Rapid-fire
speechmaking trips through the Upper Midwest made
him an anathema to conservatives and business
interests. but North Dakota farmers responded by
organizing more cooperath:e elevators an~ supporting
the Exchahg'e.
Appointed Equity Exchange Sales
Manager in 1912. Loftus had the support of the more
militant local and state leaders like Wood, a prominent
Socialist far111er in his well-organized northwestern
North Dakota community .. His presence helped turn the
North Dakota Equity toward a political outlook reflected
in state convention resolutions for 1914 that induded
calls for state bonding and insurances, government
ownership of transportation and communications facilities. and direct polling of legislative candidates to find

out if they supported Equity goals. These followed 1913
resolutions that asked more state government regulation
of railroads and marketing corporations.
The tactics used against the Equity and the Equity
Exchange included the Chamber of Commerce's
rejection of cooperative membership on the grain
exchange. a hostile newspaper called the Equity Fann
News that tried to split Equity unity, and the opposition
of Better Farming agents to Equity locals in rural areas.
Perhaps the most dramatic attack came from North
Dakota Attorney-General, Henry W. Linde; he instituted legal action to close the Equity Exchange in 1915,
but the maneuver stalled when the Societyproved that it
was financed by Twin City milling interests who were
boycotting grain commisioned to the Equity terminal.

Cooperative Exchange to handle grain consigned by its
members. 'rhe Exchange. headed by militant North
Dakota state secretay John M. Anderson of Fargo,
accepted shipments from farmer and cooperative
elevators and stored it in facilities rented from existing
companies. The Exchange was consistently denied a
scat on the Duluth Board of Trade and the Minneapolis
Chamber of Commerce and sold independently to
The hostilities led to a 1physical confrontation at the
processors or foreign markets at a one-half cent per
1914 Tri-State Grain Growers convention that gave the
bushel commission. Unfortunately, being outside the
Society a good demonstration of the power of its
major marketplace worked to the Exchange's disadvanAfter so~e agitation, Equity leaders
tage. and it therefore handled only small percentages of opponents.
gained
permission to present speakers to the final day
North Dakota's wheat crops during its first years of
of
the
convention
from the Grain Growers board of
existence.
directors. headed by NOAC president Worst. However,
Heightened political consciousness among Equity a group representing the Chamber of Commerce
leadership brought the wrath of conservatives. Though
the usually Republican state press had been generally
favorable during the Equity's first five years, by 1912
and 1913 many papers were attacking the organization
and Loftus. A good example of opposition thinking
appeared in the Minot's Ward County Independent;
calling for a thorough "spring housecleaning" of
Society leaders in 1913, it declared. "We need both
producers and distributors, but all of us cin give the
best service only in the field where we have had the
proper training. If the producers, refiners and
distributors should start to jump from one field to
another. if all these three classes should mix so that
each individual tried to cover the three fields, there
would be chaos, disarrangement of the whole social
structure."
These press attacks were not easily
countered in an era when the ncw~paper was the major
source of information~ · but the Equity used its own
voice.the Cooperator's Herald, to answer with its
pro-cooperative opin~ons.

challenged the Equity·s right to use the Fargo
auditorium in the middle of the speeches and used the
Fargo police to evict the meeting. The "outrage.·· as
the FargoSearch-Light called it, resulted in a lawsuit by
Equity Exchange president Anderson against the Fargo
Auditorium Board. the police department and the city
commission. Several protest meetings finally brought
an aJX>IOgy from Fargo civic leaders, but to many the
incident showed clearly how influential transportation
and marketing corporations were in North Dakota and
the ease with which they could make the law do their
bidding. Equity militance grew markedly after the
auditorium event.
Throughout the era from 1907 to 1915, the Equity
offered the only major alternative for North Dakota
farmers who wanted to increase their control over the
marketing of their crops. Membership figures
fluctuate, but seem to indicate a hardcore of strength
that rose annually. From 6,000 member in 1908 during
the initial push for the first grain withholding action. the
Equity slipped to 2.900 dues-paying adherents in 1909.
By 1915. however. about 250 cooperative ele..:ators were
associated with it and one estimate put the number of
members at 35.000.
Militance and aggressiveness
dearly paid off.
By 1915, the eve of the Nonpartisan League era and
the enactmcni of state-owned marketing and processing
industries into law, northern plains farmen wen..
well-experienced at organization for the purpose o(
improving their incomes. They had been educated in
better farming methods. had the benefit of privately·
financed experimental farms. and received a constant
barrage of information designed to increase production.
Private and public agencies had documented the abuses
of the major terminal markets and supported regulation
of the grain trade.
Farmers had organized grain
withholding to raise prices and established cooperatives
to participate more directly in the marketing process.
Farmers' organizations had formed cooperative terminals to handle the crops. Political lobbying had paid off
with authorization of state-owned mills and terminQI
elevators and with more regulation of the grain trade.
For all this, however, the farmer~ still were not freee
from the outside control that dictatej prices and ~
dominated their economic lives. The only avenue that
had not been tried was politics, and the swift rise of the
Nonpartisan League in 1915 at once represented the
culmination of previous efforts and the recognition of
the inter-relationship of economic power with political
control. The League's program of state ownership of
marketing outlets was the manifestation of that lesson.
The historical path leads from cooperatives and
government regulation to political activity by farmers'
economic organizations, or so it did in the early 20ih
Century in North Dakota. Given that the last step
provided the machinery for present price-raising efforts
but did not solve the problem of getting a fair return for
foodstuffs, one might ask two questions. First, does
piecemeal action aiming at only one facet of the problem
work? And second, arc modern farmers willing to use
fully the institutions created by hard struggle in the
early 20th Century?

Are 1111oclern far1111ers wllllng
to use fully the Institutions
crea_tecl by harcl struggle

in the early Twentieth Century?
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FEA funds
energy
con·ference
by Randy Bradbury
The Federal Energy Administration
recently funded a conference on energy
conservation for ''citizen, government
and business leaders" from the six
states included in its region VIJI: Utah,
Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, South
Dakota and North Dakota.
Held March 11 through 14 at Estes
Park, Colo., the conference was sponsored by The Conservation Foundation and
The Rocky Mountain Center on Environment under contract to the FEA, and
attempted to provide a short course on
energy consumption patterns in the
region and in the nation, discussed areas
of potential energy waste and became a
vehicle for the representatives of each
state to work together to develop "state
strategies" for developing energy conservation programs.
In an introduction to the conference,
retired army general, Dudley Faver, who
is FEA's Region VIII administrator, said
citizens must become aware of energy
conservation problems. He said energy
conservation is a short term solution to
the problem of energy shortage.
Jeanette Brinch, a representative of
The Conservation Foundation, said energy conservation is best aproached from
a state and local level, and said she
hoped those who gained information on
energy conservation would be willing to
take that information to the local level.
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more energy per capita than the rest of
the nation. He said there are many
specific things which can be done to
conserve energy, "if people make up
their minds to do it."
A major theme of the conference was
to divide energy use into six I areas:
utilities, buildings, agriculture, industrial and commercial, recreation and
tourism and transportation.
In connection with these areas, workshops, panel discussions and other
presentations attempted to explore each
subject with respect to areas of waste
and possible areas of conservation.
Colorado Gov. Richard Lamm, in an
address to the conference, emphasized
the need to develop an energy conservation ethic. By the end of the conference,
delegations from each state had developed a few areas in which they believed
their respective states could work to
conserve energy.
Another theme that seemed to emerge
from the conference was a belief that
there is no need to alter the American
lifestyle significantly if people will take
measures to cut back on use of en~t~Y·
Several of those speaking said it is
possible to maintain and even improve
the pre~ent American lifestyle and
conditions of life. while at the same time
cutting down on energy consumption.
While not everyone agreed with this
assessment, there was a general consensus that energy conservation is possible
and necessary in the upcoming years of
probable energy shortages.

Lamm sounds t heme

'A new
world'
A conference theme was sounded by
Gov. Lamm, who told delegates an old
world is dying and a new one is painfully
being born.

The governor said we are now living in
a watershed of historical changes com·
parable to the transformations which
resulted from the industrial revolution.
"A new world is definitely upon us,"
Lamm said, "but we continue to go
about our old habits."
"No civilization is immune from
extinction," he said, "the United States
can no longer overlook the importance of
mistakes made in the past."
Some of the assumptions which the
country continues to operate on must be
recognized, as mistaken, Lamm said.
He mentioned the assumption that there
are unlimited natural resources, the
assumption that the liassez-faire deveJ.
opment of natural resources is good and
the assumption that "God is an American and will watch over us all.''
Lamm said there are several developments which signal a changing world
situation, especially from an American
viewpoint. One was indicated in an
Interior D.epartment geologic survey
which concluded that of 70 basic raw
materials, the prices of all but iron ore
are set outside the U.S. This is in
contrast to a few years ago, when the
U.S. set the prices for many of them.
Another is the emerging "new economic
order,'' which Lamm said can only mean
economic disorder for the U.S. Also, of
the foreign sources for raw materials for
the U.S., an increasing number are
being nationalized, further reducing the
U.S.'s influence over their use and price.
The result of these and other trends,
according to Lamm, is that 10 years from
now, the United States won't be able to
supply its popuJation the same goods it
does now. Lamm believes.contrary
to the belief that current troubles aren't
serious and that the economic pie will
continue to grow, we are actually
entering an era of scarcity. While the
whole lhrust of American development
has been to produce more, he said, an
ethic of less or non-use of energy and
resources must be developed.
"W~ must make the public understand that energy is never going to be
he
id, and the only
so ution to the enefgy ptobfem Is to
consume Jess while producing more. If
the problem were only inadequate supply, he said, the solution would be to
merely increase the supply. But, he
said, the problem is excessive demand
and solutions will be much more
difficult.
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For Americans to consume less won't
necessariJy mean a complete change in
their way of life. he said: ''Conservation
is not curtailment." Studies have
concluded that Americans annually consume twice as much energy as they
need.
Lamm said changes probably won't
come initially from government.
He
believes changes are made outside the
political system and merely confirmed by
the system.
"Probably one of the most difficult
things for any government to do is to try
to anticipate the future,"
he said.
"Most politicans look no further ahead
than the next election--a tragic situation.' '
One way to get the necessary changes
is for America to undergo a "bloodless
revolution" at the ballot box and begin
to elect better people.
However, he said, even that will not
be enough, since legislatures react more
than they act and seldom make dramatic
changes.
Summing up his belief that Americans
will have to develop an energy and
resources conservation ethic, Lamm
said, "Dramatic changes are necessary
in our life style in order to preserve the
American way of life.''
Despite Lamm's pessimistic attitude
toward government programs for energy
conservation, a major FEA effort was
outlined at the conference. The effort,
which will involve the voluntary participation by states, was established by the
Energy Policy and Conservation Act
(Public Law 94-163). The decisio,1 to
participate is left to the governor of each
state.

State
energy
savings
If North Dakota is to participate, the
governor will have to submit a report
assessing the feasibility of establishing
an energy conservation plan to the FEA
by May 20. If the report is accepted, the
state becomes eligible for federal funds
to activate the plan.
Gov. Arthur A. Link who sent two
representatives to the conference--is
reported considering including North
Dakota in the plan.
If he decides to go ahead, his office
must develop a plan to reduce the state's
total energy consumption in 1980 by five
per cent from "the projected energy
consumption for that year". according to
FEA. A report on whether or not the
plan would be practicable is also
required.
If this .. Feasibility Report" is accepted, the state would be eligible to
receive SS2,1SO in federal funds to be
used in formulating and putting into
action a plan to reduce the state's energy
consumption.
Before any state's plan can be
accepted, it must include provisions to
establish "mandatory lighting efficiency
standards" for any building open to the
public; programs to encourage car pools
and public transportation; energy efficiency standards for state purchases;
mandatory thermal efficiency standards
and insulauon requirements for new and
renovated buildings; and a traffic regu·
lation to permit right turns on red lights.
The last provision is already law in
North Dakota.
''Lighting efficiency" refers to the
amount of energy a particular type of
_Hght'will use In relation to.the; 'lll)Q!llll of
light produced. Placing energy effle,..
iency standards on state purchases
would mean that everything bought by
the state would have to meet certain
minimal requirements of energy use.
"Thermal efficiency" is a ratio of the
amount of energy used by a process to
the amount of energy produced by that
process. In buildings, this means that
heating and air conditioning units would
have to produce a certain amount of
heating or cooling in relation to the
amount of energy they consume.
Other proposals which are encouraged
for these state conservation plans include restricting the hours building are
used, restricting the use of decorative
lighting; encouraging less energy con·
sumption in transportation; public education to promote energy conservation
and other programs to cut energy use.
The S52,000 is for the! first .year only.
If the state submits an acceptable plan,
it would be eligible for additional funds
in the following years.
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Politics from page 8
wave of farmer good will for his efforts
to dramatize falling grain prices and to
do something about them, has also been
mentioned.
Just will likely choose to try for
election to the agriculture spot, however.
He currently serves by appointment of
Gov. Link. The Republican's best
chance of unseating him, according to
consensus, is to nominate someone
named Dahl. Dahls held the agricultural
post for three decades before the last,
Arne, died in office in 1974.
Another incumbent Democrat who
must face re-election this year is Public
Service Commissioner Bruce Hagen,
who's held that office since 1960. Hagen
ran for Congress in the old East District
in 1968. Andrews easily defeated him.
Other state officer holders who must
;;eek re-election this year are:
Democrat Walt Christianson, who is
state treasurer, and Republicans Ben
Meier, the Secretary of State, J.O. (Bud)
Wigen,. the insurance commissioner,
Orville Hagen, the labor commissioner (a
sometime Democrat), and Allen I. Olson,
the attorney general.
At the national level, incumbent Sen.
Quentin Burdick will seek I re-e!ection.
He is a Democrat. His likely opponent is
Edwin Becker, a Willow City businessman and farmer. Becker entered the
legislature in the Fifties as an ardent
conservative and rose to the Republican
leadership ranks. His views drifted to
the left while the party's tacked rightward, however, and he left the State
Senate to direct the North Dakota
Catholic Rural Life Conference. In that
position, he led campaigns against
abortion reform in the state.
Becker is a handsome bachelor, a
persuasive speaker who plays the piano
at political rallies. He brags of helping
to organize the United Plainsmen Association and laces his political speeches
~,llt~I..- ii141i.1i<i11¥ enterprise and

selt-reliance.
In presidential politics, North Dakota
politics appear to have lined up behind
Gerald Ford, a Republican, and Hubert
Humphrey, a Democrat. This despite
the almost unanimous opinion that
Ford's challenger, Ronald Reagan,
would gather more votes in the state and
evidence that North Dakotan voters don't
like Humphrey, not withstanding the
nearness of Minnesota, his home state.
Ford angered North Dakota farmer by
placing embargoes on shipments of
wheat to the Soviet Union and Poland
--actions which may have cost the state
several hundred million dollars when the
price of a bushel of wheat fell about a
dollar.
As for Humphrey, in 1968, he
gathered just 38 per cent of the state's
popular vote against Richard Nixon. In
1960, running against the same candidate, John Kennedy got 45 per cent of
the vote.
The Democrat' s ex~cutive director
suggests that North Dakota's delegation
will go to the national convention in New
York uncommitted. That way-·although
he didn't concede this· -the delegates
could join a Humphrey draft if one
develops. Humphrey's standing with
Democratic Party leaders is further
demonstrated by their invitation to him
to be featured speaker at an Art Link
appreciation dinner in Va1ley City May
15. Humphrey accepted the invitation.
There you have it: Seven candidates for
governor, a Democrat, four Republicans
and two Independents; speculation, but
no confirmation, about a Democratic
Congressional candidate to oppose Mark
Andrews, the unannounced Republican
office holder, a bachelor Catholic to run
against Sen. Quentin Burdick, and half a
dozen lesser offices to be contested.
That's a heady brew indeed, enough
to intoxicate the most avid fan of the
political circus.

Mike Jacobs

Land use

North Dakota Daybook
This ONLOOKER Introduces a
new approach' to the news-·&
review by the day on which It
happened. We're doing this to
try to project the flavor of our
state and our times and to reOect
the richness of both. Pages •••••

Land use planning has become
a major issue In the state. At 11
land use conference, right leaning critics ambushed North
Dakota State University's planning experts. Page.....
3
The experts prepared text is
reprinted on page.....
6

Market power
The North Dakota Farmera
Steering Committee and their
plan for a North Dakota Wheat
Pool Is directly descended from
earlier farm movements in the
state. Historian Larry Remele
reports on page.....
9

Reminder

Bobby Vee

Old Guff

Singer/artist/entertainer Bobby Vee paid his third visit In less
than a year to Bismarck-Mandan.
We found him mellower, but
just as talkative. Page .....

The editor's good friend, Old
Guff, Is talklng sucesslon again.
This time, be bas bis eye on
Empire. A report, page.....

Sports

Politics

Sample

March ls a time for basketball.
Our sports reporter went to the
Ous B Toumament ••• and re-

Although the conventions are
three months and the elections
five months away, the polldcal
circus of '76 is underway. Take
stock with us on page •••••

Many of you received this
Issue as a sample. We hope
you'll use the blank to subscribe.
The price Is Just $10 American
per year.

tamed with rave reviews of the
LaMoure I.oboes who won It all
with funny storlea and very fine
basketball. Page.....
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Finally, If you subscribed to
THE ONLOOKER during the
1975 Leglslatlve session, yoar
subscription has expired. Unlen
you renew, this Is your last Issue.
To renew use the convenient
form in your mailbox. U you've
misplaced It, use the blank on
page.....
11
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